
It just makes life easier.

Things to Consider When 
Choosing a Multi Device 
Charge Station or Cart
Setup

 � How long will it take to cable this product?

 � Are cables included?

 � Are there features that simplify setup?

 � Are setup guides or videos available to help get the multi 
device charge station up and running?

 � Is assembly required?

Ease of Use

 � How simple is it plug in/unplug devices between each use?

 � Are there features that facilitate and speed up hand out and 
pack up of devices?

 �Will product features unique to this station or cart simplify or 
speed up other areas of my workflow?

 � Are slots on this unit numbered?

 � Are there indicators on the outside of the station to let me 
know charging status?

 � Is there visibility inside the unit to see devices inside?

 � Is the cart top-loading or front-loading?

 � Is it possible to access devices inside the cart from multiple 
sides?

 � Does the top double as a work surface?

 � Is there a power outlet on the outside of the cart for 
peripherals?

Device/Station Management

 � Can this charging station sync my laptop and tablet devices 
inside the unit?

 � How does this charging station positively/negatively impact 
all members of the team? (Tech Team, Teachers, Project 
Managers, End Users, etc.)

Flexibility

 � Does this charging unit accommodate multiple device 
types or specific device types?

 � Does the vendor offer a comprehensive fleet of stations or 
carts that can accommodate different amounts of devices 
for different locations?

 �Will the slots accommodate my cases?

Mobility

 � Is this unit mobile and/or easy to maneuver?

 � Does it include an easy-to-grab handle?

 � How else does it make transport of devices easier?

Size of the Charging Station or Cart

 � How many devices can it hold?

 �What are the dimensions of the unit?

 � Does it feel compact or bulky?

 � Is it desk/wall mountable to save floor space?

 � Can I stack these charging stations to take up less floor 
space?

 � Does size of the unit impact mobility?



Power Management

 � Are there any Eco-friendly features to charging devices 
inside this station?

 � Are there features in place that reduce the possibility of 
electric overload?

 � If my multi device charge station is filled with devices and I 
plug it into the wall, will there be an electrical overload on 
the outlet?

 � Is there a remote control for managing power to the unit?

Product Security/Durability/Longevity

 �What is this station made of: steel, plastic, etc?

 � How secure is the locking system?

 � Can I secure the unit to a wall, desk or floor?

 � Are cables tightly secured inside the station or can they 
easily be removed by device users?

 �What if I want to change my devices in the future?

 �What is the warranty of this product?

Customer Service

 � Is the sales staff and customer service team helpful in my 
decision-making process?

 �Who do I talk to if I have a customer service issue?

 �What happens if my station breaks while under warranty?

 � How long should I expect to receive a response from the 
Customer Service Team?

 � Are there Online resources to help me troubleshoot?

 � How is customer service rated?

 � Is the manufacturer reputable?

 � Are there real-world examples of customers who have had 
success with their products?

Cost

 �What is the cost of the unit?

 � If I change my devices in the future, will I need to repurchase 
all of my charging stations?

 �Will a durable multi device charge station save me money in 
the long run?

 � Does the warranty provide me with peace of mind?

 �Will the features of the charging station save me money in 
the long run by getting back valuable time?

With over a million devices protected in LocknCharge 

charing solutions throughout 20+ countries across the 

globe, we make our customers’ lives easier by developing 

charging solutions with scalable and modular designs 

that take workflow into consideration. Our charging 

solutions are designed and developed with extreme 

consideration for the end user. We listen to the needs of 

our customers and design products to solve pain points 

specific to their needs. 

Because of this, our products boast new-to-market 

features not offered by our competitors: high-quality 

components, LED lights, ultra mobile designs, a back-

end management portal, compact solutions, lifetime 

warranties and much more. We take great pride in our 

excellent customer service, always putting the customer 

first. Our customers are our partners–and by working 

hand-in-hand, we’re able to provide the best solution for 

each customer’s unique needs.
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